The rubber hand illusion is a bodily illusion in which participants perceive a fake hand to be part of the body (Botvinick and Cohen, [@B2]). The illusion is basically a result of repeated stroking to both a model hand (in front of the participant) and the participant\'s real hand (hidden from view). It has been often anecdotally reported that the illusion occurs quite rapidly. However, more systematic investigations of the onset of the illusion are rare. The present study by Yeh and colleagues examines the relationship between executive functions like attention shifts and the experience of the rubber hand illusion, i.e., they investigate the role of top-down processes in the perception of the illusion (Yeh et al., [@B11]). Importantly, the authors use not only questionnaire ratings, but also measure the illusion onset, thus asking the participants when "...they begin to experience the rubber hand as belonging to the self..." (p.4). In the following I focus on this specific measurement as part of their investigation.

The authors report an illusion onset of approximately 60 s, so participants require about 60 s of visuotactile stimulation to experience the illusion. Similarly, a recent study by the same authors reported an average onset of approximately 100 s (Exp. 1) and 50 s (Exp. 2) (Lane et al., [@B7]). We can compare these results only to a few other studies that actually report the onset times. Ehrsson et al. ([@B4]) reported an average onset of 11.3 s (SD 7.0s). In the study by Lloyd ([@B8]) the average onset time was 5.6 s. However, it was defined as the onset of the referral of touch (Lloyd, [@B8]). The referral of touch reflects the experience of a fusion of the visual and tactile stimuli, and is one aspect of the experience in the rubber hand illusion. Aimola Davies et al. ([@B1]) used a similar statement to measure the onset in the somatic and the visual tactile rubber hand illusion, and found an average of approximately 10 and 20 s respectively. Kalckert and Ehrsson ([@B6]) measured the ownership onset time in the moving rubber hand illusion, a variant of the rubber hand illusion based on movements instead of visuotactile stimulation. They reported an average of approximately 22 s, for both active and passive movements. Thus, there is a relatively large difference between previously reported illusion onset times and the present finding.

In line with the authors observations these differences in illusion onset times could be explained by differences in executive functions across the mentioned studies. Alternatively, these differences could be rooted in a methodological aspect, i.e., in the way the illusion is induced and measured. The difference to the result by Lloyd ([@B8]) and Aimola Davies et al. ([@B1]) can be explained by the statement used to mark the illusion: here, participants were asked to indicate the occurrence of the referral-of-touch sensation and not ownership. The present study however, as well as the study by Ehrsson et al. ([@B4]) and Kalckert and Ehrsson ([@B6]), explicitly asked for the onset of the ownership experience, as the authors correctly point out (p. 4). When comparing onset times, it may be necessary to consider the frequency of the stimulation. Ehrsson and colleagues stimulated the hands at a rate of 1 Hz, so once every second. In the present study, the stimulation was applied at a rate of 0.5 Hz, thus at a slower pace. Therefore, there is a difference in the relative number of sensory events, i.e., correlated visual and tactile inputs, within a certain duration. An average onset of approximately 60 s with 0.5 Hz stimulation equates to 30 stimulations, which is more similar to approximately 11 sensory events (11 s with 1 Hz stimulation) or 22 sensory events (in case of the moving rubber hand illusion with 1 Hz finger taps). Thus, it may be equally important to take the relative frequency of the stimulation into account. The exact stimulation procedure can influence the onset times across studies.

As the authors state, the integrative processes underlying the illusion are determined by spatiotemporal factors of the visuotactile input, even when constrained by top-down processes. Indeed we know that timing of the stimuli and the distance between the hands are critical factors determining the illusion, factors reminiscent of the temporal and spatial rule in multisensory integration (Stein and Stanford, [@B10]; Ehrsson, [@B3]). It can be questioned, when using the onset measurement as a proxy of the illusion, if this onset is dependent on the actual distance of the hand. Spatial and temporal factors may interact in the generation of the illusion (see similar discussions in Zopf et al., [@B12]; Kalckert and Ehrsson, [@B6]). Most studies use a distance between 10 and 20 cm, and increasing the distance beyond approximately 30 cm typically abolishes the illusion (Lloyd, [@B8]; Preston, [@B9]; Kalckert and Ehrsson, [@B5]). The distance of the two hands is not known in this study, but the relative distance between the two hands may further affect the illusion onset as well as the illusion ratings in general, which could explain differences across studies.

As the authors highlight, the illusion onset measurement could be indeed a valuable additional measurement of the ownership illusion, complementing the more frequently used measurements like questionnaire ratings, proprioceptive drift, and skin conductance response. The present study adds to the rather sparse literature on the temporal dimension of the illusion. Illusion onset times allow to further characterize not only individual differences of participants, but more importantly the temporal dynamics of the illusion. The latter may be particular relevant from a practical or applied point of view. More applied research, which wants to generate sensations of ownership like in neuroprosthetics or virtual reality, has to take into account the relative onset of this experience. These may be influenced by executive functions. Both, processes of bottom-up perceptual input and top-down constraints determine when the participant will experience the illusion of having a new (rubber) hand as part of the own body.
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